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Specialty switches

Pushbuttons

Touch sense

TS-100, TS-100-N

Specialty switches/
digital keypads

The touch sense is a cap sense style switch. There is no movable action in the switch, but instead only a
touch is required to operate it. The illuminated bi-color LED provides easy status indication.
Features and benefits
§§ Dual LED (Red/Green) indicates inactive/active status
§§ 12/24 VDC, S.P.D.T. switch contacts rated @ 2A/30VAC
§§ Programmable timer output 1-40 sec, adjustable
§§ Available in stainless steel single gang or narrow stile plate

Touch bars/
push plates

§§ Narrow stile model includes narrow black plastic electrical box

Emergency breaks/
Door cords

Wave sense
The touchless wave sense series is ideal for request-to-exit situations where a sanitary environment is
desired such as healthcare facilities, restaurants, restrooms or labs.

Features and benefits

Specialty sensor
and buzzer switches

WS-200, WS-200-MB

§§ Infrared sensor technology for no contact switch activation
§§ Sensor detection range up to approximately 4"
§§ Dual LED (Red/Green) indicates inactive/active status
§§ Time delay settable for 0.5, 5, 10 or 20 seconds
§§ 12/24 VDC, S.P.D.T. switch contacts rated @ 2A/30VAC

Power
supplies

§§ Single gang stainless steel, weather resistant and vandal
resistant faceplate
§§ Operating temperature range is -10° F to +130° F
§§ Available in flush or surface mount with metal box

Product description

UPC

List price

TS-100

Dual LED status indicator with programmable timer; S.P.D.T. switch

043156651498

$125.00

TS-100-N

Dual LED status indicator with programmable timer; S.P.D.T. switch; Narrow plate

043156651504

$125.00

WS-200

Touchless infrared sensor switch activation with dual LED and time delay; S.P.D.T.
switch

043156651511

$125.00

WS-200-MB

Touchless infrared sensor switch activation with dual LED and time delay; S.P.D.T.
switch; Metal box included

043156651528

$135.00
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TS Series/WS Series list prices

